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ICY DISCOVERIES ON OUR
INNERMOST PLANET
The location of water in our solar system may hold the key to
understanding how the planets evolved, and indicate other
potential places to find life away from Earth. Dr Nancy Chabot
and Dr Carolyn Ernst of Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics
Laboratory, and Ariel Deutsch at Brown University, use data from
NASA’s MESSENGER mission to understand how much ice exists on
Mercury and how it may have arrived there.

Mercury’s south polar region, with Arecibo radar data in pink indicating the locations
of ice, and a colourised map of illumination conditions, showing regions of permanent
shadow in black
The Search for Water
The question of whether we are alone
in the Universe has fuelled humanity’s
curiosity with space since we first looked
up to the stars. From our perspective,
Earth is the perfect habitable planet – it
has a rocky surface with an atmosphere
and liquid water to support life. By
looking for evidence of water on
other planets, scientists can start to
understand how our solar system
evolved and find clues for where to
search for life in the wider universe.
In the early 1990s, radar images of
Mercury’s surface taken from Earth
identified highly reflective radar-bright
areas representing deposits of ice. Dr
Nancy Chabot and Dr Carolyn Ernst
of Johns Hopkins University Applied
Physics Laboratory, and Ariel Deutsch
at Brown University study the details

of ice on Mercury using data collected
from NASA’s MErcury Surface, Space
ENvironment, GEochemistry, and
Ranging (MESSENGER) spacecraft.
NASA’s MESSENGER Mission
The MESSENGER mission was the first to
visit Mercury since the Mariner 10 flybys
in the mid-1970s, and the first mission
ever to orbit the planet. MESSENGER
orbited the planet between 2011 and
2015, providing an in-depth look at this
hostile world. Mercury is the closest
planet to the Sun, and experiences
temperatures of up to 430°C. These
extremely high temperatures, combined
with Mercury’s lack of atmosphere,
would normally mean that no water
could condense on the planet’s surface.
Mercury rotates almost vertically on its
axis. Mercury’s vertical rotation means
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that locations at the planet’s cratered
poles are permanently in shade. In
this shade, where direct sunlight never
reaches, the temperatures can be very
low, reaching −160°C where ice can be
stable.
The MESSENGER spacecraft was
equipped with a narrow-angle camera
and a wide-angle filtered camera, and
the combined instrument was called
the Mercury Dual Imaging System
(MDIS). This camera could image the
surface of Mercury, including within
the permanently shadowed polar
regions. ‘We obtained the first images
that successfully revealed what the
surfaces of the ice deposits looked like,’
recalls Dr Chabot. ‘This was a really
challenging observation, as we were
trying to take images of surfaces that
are always in shadow! We used settings
on MESSENGER’s camera that let the

‘Our continuing analysis of Mercury’s ice deposits suggests that Mercury’s ice
is fairly young and perhaps delivered by a large comet or asteroid impacting
Mercury within the last tens of millions of years or so.’

Impact crater Hokusai, located on Mercury at a latitude of 58°N, showing impressive system of rays
extremely low levels of light that were
reflected into the area from nearby
crater walls and other surface features
provide enough light to image the
surface.’
In a study led by Deutsch, the team
utilised over 16,000 images of Mercury’s
north pole area to map the locations
of permanent shadow, and combined
these images taken by MDIS with
MESSENGER’s Mercury Laser Altimeter
(MLA) measurements. MESSENGER’s
MLA measured the amount of time it
takes for a laser pulse to travel to the
surface and reflect back again, providing
key information about the topography
of the planet.
The team confirmed that the water ice
signals detected by the Earth-based
radar are located in the shadowed
craters at the north pole. They then

used MDIS images to see within the
shadowed craters, revealing images
showing that much of the ice is covered
with an insulating layer of dark material
and not loose rock. The dark material
is speculated to be organic-rich
volatile compounds. There have been
various calculated estimates of the ice
thickness, but the current best estimate
of its maximum thickness is 15 metres.
‘Data from NASA’s MESSENGER mission,
the first spacecraft to ever orbit the
planet Mercury, have revolutionised our
understanding of Mercury, including the
ice in its polar regions,’ states Deutsch.

region. This provided the team with an
opportunity to gather more detailed
images of the shadowed craters and ice
deposits.

Detailed Features

The team found that the variations
in brightness matched the modelled
variations in temperature across
the Desprez crater, suggesting
that the hypothesised organic
compounds covering the ice varied
with the location’s maximum surface

During the final year of its mission, the
orbit of the MESSENGER spacecraft
brought it closer to Mercury’s surface
than before, reaching altitudes below
200 kilometres across the north polar
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When the team analysed the MDIS data,
they discovered that the ice deposits are
not uniform, but rather have variations
in their surface brightness. They noticed
that there can even be quite a lot of
variation within the same crater, such
as the Desprez crater. At 47 kilometres
wide, this is one of the largest shadowed
craters imaged during MESSENGER’s
low altitude orbit.

mix up the surface materials, causing the edges of features
to appear irregular. As the ice deposit boundary edges have
not yet been mixed up, it is likely that the ice was deposited
either recently (within geological timescales) or that the ice
and associated blanket of organic compounds are constantly
renewed as part of an ongoing planetary process, such as
outgassing or micro-meteorite bombardment.

Mercury’s north polar region, coloured by the maximum biannual
surface temperature, which ranges from more than 400 K (red) to
50 K (purple)
temperature. At room temperature on Earth, these types of
organic compounds will rapidly evaporate. However, under
the extreme cold conditions in the shaded craters on Mercury,
these compounds are stable and can act as an insulating cover
on the water ice.
Comparing North and South Poles
NASA’s MESSENGER mission was able to provide highresolution images of Mercury’s north pole due to the
spacecraft’s eccentric orbit. This orbit meant that MESSENGER
passed over the south pole at a far higher altitude – over 10,000
kilometres above the planet’s surface. While this meant that
MESSENGER’s MLA instrument could not take measurements
over the south pole, the mission still provided MDIS images for
the team to analyse. These were a combination of standard and
long exposure images that covered a large area of the south
pole.
The team combined these images with new radar observations
from the Arecibo Observatory in Puerto Rico to study the
shadowed craters of Mercury’s south pole. They found that the
locations of permanently shadowed craters in the south pole
matched the locations of radar-bright deposits observed from
Earth. There is around double the area of radar-bright deposits
in permanently shadowed areas at the south pole compared to
the north pole.
Where Did Mercury’s Ice Come From?
There are distinctive features of the ice deposits on Mercury,
which have given the team clues as to their relative age. ‘The
images showed very sharp boundaries between the shadowed
ice deposits and neighbouring sunlit rock, providing strong
evidence that the ice on Mercury must be fairly young to have
such well-defined boundaries,’ explains Dr Ernst.
Other celestial bodies, such as comets and asteroids, frequently
impact Mercury’s surface. When these impacts occur, they

The researchers have noted that not every permanently
shadowed region at Mercury’s north and south poles has ice.
This uneven distribution of ice, observed on both hemispheres,
may also give clues as to how the ice came to be on Mercury.
‘Our continuing analysis of Mercury’s ice deposits suggests that
Mercury’s ice is fairly young and perhaps delivered by a large
comet or asteroid impacting Mercury within the last tens of
millions of years or so,’ says Dr Chabot. Since the postulated
organic compounds covering Mercury’s ice are similar to those
found on comets, this further supports the idea that the ice was
delivered by a large and relatively recent impact on Mercury.
In a recent study led by Dr Ernst, the team was able to identify
the geologically young Hokusai crater as the most likely impact
crater produced from a celestial body capable of delivering
the ice. By studying the shape and characteristics of the crater
and its ejecta, the team was able to estimate the mass of water
that may have been delivered to Mercury by the impact. They
calculated that a large projectile of up to 31 kilometres in
diameter, travelling at over 100,000 kilometres per hour, could
deliver a large amount of water that matches the estimated
volume of water locked in the ice at Mercury’s poles.
What’s Next?
The research completed by Dr Chabot, Dr Ernst, Deutsch
and their colleagues into the origins of water ice on Mercury
is an important piece in the puzzle of understanding where
the water in our solar system came from. During the early
evolution of the rocky inner planets, it was too hot for water to
condense on Earth. The fact that Mercury’s ice may have been
successfully delivered by a comet or asteroid impact suggests
that the water on Earth may also have this distant origin. NASA
has found exoplanets (planets beyond our solar system) in
the early stages of formation that are undergoing a similar
bombardment by primitive asteroids and comets that could be
delivering water to their surfaces, in the same way that it was
likely delivered to Earth.
While the mission for the MESSENGER spacecraft may be
over, the research team’s mapping of Mercury’s poles will help
to guide the next mission to Mercury. The European Space
Agency and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency together
are working on the BepiColombo spacecraft. Building on the
discoveries of the MESSENGER mission, BepiColombo will orbit
Mercury in 2025 for at least one Earth year, providing scientists
with even more data about one of the solar system’s most
mysterious planets.
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